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OVERVIEW

Background

Skillz is a gaming platform that 

helps over 30,000 game 

developers bring their games to 

life.


At the time, our web services 

team had just migrated over to 

Figma as our design tool, and 

we needed to migrate over our 

Sketch components to a new 

Figma native system.

Objective

The aim of this project was to 

revamp the previous Design 

System to not only be Figma 

native, but also have more 

variants defined out.

Role

With the rest of the Web 

Services team designers, as a 

group of 3 we decided to divide 

and conquer tackling creating a 

new design system.



PREVIOUS DESIGN SYSTEM

Our previous design system was a collection of base components on Sketch that had minimal variants.



PREVIOUS DESIGN SYSTEM

We were also losing a lot of design efficiency since we had 2 separate design systems to maintain for 

each of our products. Below are the color definitions for our Developer Console and Admin Portal which 

utilized different atomic elements despite being under the same brand.



PREVIOUS DESIGN SYSTEM

Despite our front end partners using the MUI React Library, our previous design system didn’t take 

advantage of the naming conventions that our developers were already using.



PROBLEMS

Problem #1: 


Fragmented System

Despite reusing many 

components between our 

Developer Experience and 

Admin Portal products, we 

referred to separate libraries for 

both of them.

Problem #2: 


Sketch Native

With our old design system on 

Sketch, there was no way for us 

to actually reuse the 

components in our new 

workflow.

Problem #3: 


No Shared Language

Despite our front end partners 

using the MUI React Library, our 

previous design system didn’t 

take advantage of the naming 

conventions that our developers 

were already using.



SOLUTION

Unified System

Instead of having different atomic units defined for each individual product, we wanted to create a system 

where every Web Services product referred to the same set of colors, shadows, and typography to make 

design system maintenance more streamlined.



PROBLEMS

Problem #1: 


Fragmented System

Despite reusing many 

components between our 

Developer Experience and 

Admin Portal products, we 

referred to separate libraries for 

both of them.

Problem #2: 


Sketch Native

With our old design system on 

Sketch, there was no way for us 

to actually reuse the 
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Problem #3: 


No Shared Language

Despite our front end partners 

using the MUI React Library, our 

previous design system didn’t 

take advantage of the naming 

conventions that our developers 

were already using.



SOLUTION

Figma Native

By redefining our atomic units to be Figma Native we’d be able to easily reuse colors, shadows, and 

typography in all out Figma files. If we ever wanted to change one, by updating the master atomic unit, it 

would cascade to all of our Figma files.



PROBLEMS

Problem #1: 


Fragmented System

Despite reusing many 

components between our 

Developer Experience and 

Admin Portal products, we 

referred to separate libraries for 

both of them.
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Sketch Native
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No Shared Language

Despite our front end partners 

using the MUI React Library, our 

previous design system didn’t 

take advantage of the naming 

conventions that our developers 

were already using.



SOLUTION

Shared Language

The biggest benefit of this initiative beyond the design team was improving cross-functional collaboration. 

This focus was on making sure the properties in our React components corresponded to how we named 

our variants. 



SOLUTION

Examples

Here are a couple examples of fully built out components in Figma in the new design system.
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ATOMIC UNITS

Foundation

The foundation of our design system were the atomic units — properties we defined that were applied to 

every single component that was created. 



ATOMIC UNITS

Colors

The first of these atomic units was Color since we wanted a cohesive Skillz feel to all of our web services 

products. We began by using our core brand colors and creating a full range of shades of each color. This 

allowed us to define semantic colors we could use for info, success, warning, and error states.



ATOMIC UNITS

Typography

The next atomic unit we defined out was typography. This allowed us to have a consistent sense of size 

and spacing for all of our components that we reused. Here you can see the difference between a Body vs 

Caption typography component.



ATOMIC UNITS

Spacing

The last of our atomic units is size and spacing. We stuck to the 8 point grid to define these since it helps 

with having quarter and half steps to create a sense of grouping for our more complex components.

4 pixels
16 pixels

24 pixels



ATOMIC UNITS

Shadows

The last of our atomic units is shadows. Having varying depths of shadows helps creates a sense of 

hierarchy for our overlaid components.
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COMPONENTS

Components

The second layer to our design system was creating components. These would be built on top off the 

atomic units we defined and be consistent with what our developers used from the Material UI library.



COMPONENTS

Master Components

One thing to note in the creation of components is the use of master components. This is a top level 

component to ‘rule them all’. These define the base structures of the component itself, and like atomic 

units, when changed will cascade down.



COMPONENTS

Variant Matrix and Properties

These master components would just be the first layer to the variant matrix we would create for these 

components. By defining out each individual property in a matrix you could easily see every single variant 

of a component indexed by its properties. This also helped in the maintenance of the system by being able 

to pinpoint which exact variant needed to be touched up.
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MAINTENANCE

Quality Assurance

One of our biggest collaboration tools when creating this design system was a checklist for making sure 

our components were being designed correctly. Naming convention, appropriate use of atomic units, 

stress testing, and responsiveness all needed to be checked off by two designers before we published a 

component to the design system.



DESIGN PROCESS

Best Practices

Another ongoing effort is making sure we have well-defined best practices for each of our components — 

from the spacing to the usage of the component itself.



DESIGN PROCESS

Patterns

Beyond best practices on an individual component level, we also needed to define out patterns for how 

these components interact with one another on a page level.
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REBRAND

Skillz Redesign

In May 2022, Skillz went through an entire brand redesign. What this meant was that all of our colors and 

typography needed to be changed on not just our marketing material, but on our products themselves. 


Thankfully, our design system was maintained in a way that made this switch a lot easier.



REBRAND

Colors

First up was colors. Our branding had updated our primary red and blue so we needed to cascase those 

changes to our global and semantic colors.



REBRAND

Typography

We also needed to swap out our previous typography to be consistent with the rebrand. While we chose 

Area to be our new marketing font, it wasn’t web safe. So we needed to do some explorations on 

alternative fonts we could swap into our product that was web safe, and closer to the new font. 



REBRAND

Dashboard

Although still in the exploratory stages, here’s what our new branding looks like on an updated dashboard 

(WIP). It should be noted there are also some component level changes for this redesign, but that’s 

because it’s still in the exploratory phases.



REBRAND

Individual Game

The same colors and font changes were also applied to the individual game page. Note that this redesign 

was closer to a 1-to-1 mapping from the previous experience without too many component level changes. 

That’s because this exploration was less blue skies, and focused on what a practical implementation of the 

redesign would look like. 

Dashboard

Games

Analytics

Statements

Documentation

Downloads

Support

Account

Log Out

Peek Mode

SPECIAL EVENT

NFL Challenge

Overview Optimize Game Builds Progression

Tigers vs Lions
by Wild Animal Productions

Game ID 1337

Next step: single sign on (SSO)
Did you know that 17% of paying Skillz players play multiple Skillz games? SSO recognizes existing players, letting them log in 
withouy having to enter thier username or password.

Set up SSO

Snapshots

Analytics Player Support All Ticket Categories Last 7 days

Avg First Reponse Time

58 min 3.6

Avg Resolution Time

1d 14h 3.6

Total Tickets Resolved

242,389 5.4%

Total Tickets Submitted

250,294 5.4%

Morbi scelerisque egestas diam Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit faucibus eros morbi... Crash 06/11/2022

Morbi scelerisque egestas diam endrerit mi in purus vu Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,  elit faucibus eros morbi... Crash 06/11/2022

Morbi scelerisque egestas diam purus vu Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit faucibus... Crash 06/11/2022

Morbi scelerisque egestas diam Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit faucibus eros morbi... Crash 06/11/2022

Morbi scelerisque egestas diam purus vu Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit faucibus... Crash 06/11/2022

Only gameplay relevant tickets are shown Rows per page: 5 1-5 of 446

Seasons

Welcome to Skillz!
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LEARNINGS

Lesson #1: 


System Level View

Previously, whenever I created 

designs I wouldn’t really think 

about the system level 

hierarchies. By having a 

rigorously defined system, the 

built-in hierarchies make it a lot 

easier to apply and understand 

why they exist.

Lesson #2: 


The Cost of Maintenance

One of the biggest costs to the 

design system wasn’t actually 

the creation process — that part 

was relatively easy. It was the 

processes we needed to put in 

place in order to reduce long 

term maintenance costs that 

was the most meticulous part of 

creating a design system

Lesson #3: 


0-1 Design Systems

This was my first project 

working on a complete design 

system from beginning to end. 

While I had used design 

systems before, seeing the 

intricacies and best practices 

involved in its creation helps in 

knowing how to best debug 

wonky design systems in the 

future.


